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Fully integrate Cypad Kitchen Manager with 
Meal Selection for the holistic approach to 
managing your kitchens and the meals they 
produce.

CYPAD KITCHEN MANAGER
THE COMPREHENSIVE PAPERLESS 

KITCHEN MANAGEMENT SOLUTION

Use Nutritional Analysis to 
automatically populate nutritional 
and dietary information from 
within your menu items.

Communicate with your kitchens 
in a matter of seconds using our 
simple messaging system.

Record temperatures seamlessly 
with Bluetooth integration.

Cypad
 Kitchen Manager

Manage orders and deliveries with our 
integrated supplier module.

Fully paperless kitchen 
management system.

Record staff arrival and 
departure to the kitchen with 
our clock in/clock out system. 

Access menu and recipe information 
using the tablet - no need for paper 
recipe cards.
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MANAGING KITCHENS MADE 
EASY AND PAPER-FREE

Cypad Kitchen ManagerCypad Kitchen Manager is an all-encompassing paperless kitchen 
management solution – reporting, staff sign in, 
document version control, information management, orders and 
deliveries and more can be actioned with ease using our 
bespoke solution. The time and cost savings from no longer need-
ing to transcribe information onto digital systems has maximised 
safety and efficency across more than 9,000
kitchens nationwide. 

A fully centralised and cloud based system, Kitchen 
Manager has the ability to revolutionise your catering 
service. 

Managing a catering service with multiple kitchens 
and making healthy, nutritious meals at the same 
time can be a logistical nightmare for caterers. It is 
vital that you have supporting and trusted 
software that eases this burden by assisting with 
centralisation and automation wherever possible. 
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SPECIALIST FEATURES DESIGNED
FOR YOUR KITCHENS

 

Intelligent Stock 
Control 

Cypad Kitchen Manager has 
the ability to assess stock 
delivered, the ingredients 

used in recipes and the 
number of meals ordered.

This allows caterers to
 evaluate an anticipated 
stock level and gives you 

complete visibility over your 
catering service.

Direct Supplier 
Integration

Handling orders, deliveries, 
and stock levels across 
multiple sites can be a 

lengthy process when using 
traditional manual systems.

With our intelligent Kitchen 
Manager system, you can 

compile shopping lists from 
your integrated suppliers 
and manage orders and 

deliveries with ease.

Central 
communication

The in-tablet messaging 
module enables direct 

communication through 
two-way messaging 

between onsite catering 
teams and the back office 

team.

Priority-based messages 
can be sent to all or a 

selection of tablets at any 
one time from the back 
office team, allowing for 

seamless communication 
and increased engagement.

“Many of our customers enjoy the 
benefit of the Cypad management 

system, as this helps reduce 
paperwork and staffing hours. 

Our partnership with Cypad gives 
our customers reassurance that 
we can offer a fully robust and 

reliable service”

Paperless
Kitchen

Paper is traditionally used in 
all areas of kitchen manage-
ment, from menus and reci-
pes, to reporting and health 
and safety documentation. 

Kitchen Manager allows your 
catering operation to become 
fully paperless from start to 
finish. Staff across your sites 
use our intuitive tablet for all 

previously paper-based 
actions, and data inputs 

instantly sync back to your 
back office team.  
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TheThe Cypad Kitchen Manager Cypad Kitchen Manager suite of applications offers total  suite of applications offers total 
centralisation of administrative tasks; our cloud-based software centralisation of administrative tasks; our cloud-based software 
allows for holistic reporting and instant aggregation of data across allows for holistic reporting and instant aggregation of data across 
your estate, whether you need to check a single kitchen’s stock your estate, whether you need to check a single kitchen’s stock 
levels or analyse kitchen performance across your entire levels or analyse kitchen performance across your entire 
operation.operation.

During the implementation of Cypad Kitchen Manager, we take During the implementation of Cypad Kitchen Manager, we take 
previously paper-based documents and digitise these into online previously paper-based documents and digitise these into online 
forms that can then be used dynamically by your catering teams.forms that can then be used dynamically by your catering teams.
This in turn saves administration and time, as well as reducing This in turn saves administration and time, as well as reducing 
printing and distribution costs, ensuring effective version control.printing and distribution costs, ensuring effective version control.

Kitchen ManagerKitchen Manager offers caterers a one-stop-shop for  offers caterers a one-stop-shop for 
paperless, centralised catering management, integrating with paperless, centralised catering management, integrating with 
Cypad Meal SelectionCypad Meal Selection for complete visibility across meal  for complete visibility across meal 
pre-orders and kitchen processes.pre-orders and kitchen processes.

Complete visibility of kitchen operations across 
multiple sites is essential for caterers. Software that 
assists with kitchen management and the automation 
of their processes will revolutionise your business. 

STREAMLINE YOUR 
BACK OFFICE PROCESSES 
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Intelligent Stock Control

A complete solution for online and
in-class meal pre-ordering.

Meal Registration and Selection

Automatically update kitchen
stock and generate reports to 

improve efficiency and save money

Intelligent Stock Control

Manage and maintain your kitchens 
centrally whilst increasing efficiency 

and saving money.

Kitchen Manager

CATERING MANAGEMENT 
SOLUTIONS WITH CYPAD

What we have at Cypad is simple.

An all-encompassing cloud based 
solution designed specifically around 
you and your operation. 

Our suite of apps looks after the complete journey 
from delivery to plate and back again, including 
everything in between.

Cypad eradicates the need for paper-based 
systems and assists with the management of stock, 
food safety, people and process admin and much 
more. Together, our solutions will fulfil all of your 
catering management needs. 

Analyse meals on a nutritional and 
allergenic basis, assess cost per plate 
and consolidate data into one system.

Nutritional Analysis

Cypad’s online auditing system. Set 
criteria centrally and use digital forms 

to audit and monitor your sites. 

Monitor

The easy way for caterers to build and 
assign menus across multiple sites, 
with fully integrated stock control.

Centralised Menu Management
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Our mission
Our passion for catering remains at the 
heart of everything we do. We’re always 
looking for new ways to make caterers’ 
lives easier, create healthy meals and em-
power children to eat well.

Our approach
Our agile approach ensures we tackle the 
industry’s ever-evolving challenges head 
on. As a result, we continue to enhance 
the catering operations of over 9,000 
sites across the UK.

We’re here to help
Cypad’s suite of apps not only help school 
caterers to take on meal times, but also 
support the UK’s largest fast-food chains 
to audit efficiency and health & safety 
across their sites.

YOU’RE IN 
TRUSTED HANDS

We pride ourselves in providing 
comprehensive, online solutions to 
our customers - we’re here to help.

From initial order to full implementation, our 
customers can trust that Cypad is on hand to help, 
with our support team ready to answer your 
questions and queries. 

Cypad maintains and improves all in-product 
development for our solutions at no extra cost - no 
need to pay for every technical update once Kitchen 
Manager is in place.

What’s more, our passionate project management 
team work around the clock to ensure our 
customers have everything they need for a smooth 
and simple solution implementation.



GET IN TOUCH

We would love to hear 
from you.

Our team at Cypad are ready to 
answer any queries you may 
have - get in touch to find out more.

T: 07980 752585

E: barry.turner@cypad.com

W: www.cypad.com

“Cypad completely 
changed how we 
managed all our 

kitchens, saving us 
over £70,000 in food 
waste and lost admin 

time.”

Bolton Local Authority

Barry Turner
Head of Business 
Development, Cypad
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